
MagniLoupe™ 
4-Piece Eye Loupe Set 

Congratulations on selecting your new MagniLoupe! In order to achieve 
optimum performance, please follow instructions for proper use and care. 

1.4" x 1.3" x 1.5" 

ML-20 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 
Magnification: 4.5x/6.5x/8x/13x Dimensions: 
Weight: 0.02lbs Accessories: Smartphone Clip 

USING EYE LOUPE 

1. Select the loupe with your desired magnification. 
2. Place the rubber eyecup over your eye and hold in place (Fig. 1)
3. Bring viewing subject close to loupe. 
For Best Results: 
Depending on your vision, you may need to move the
subject closer or further away until focused. 

USING WITH PHONE CLIP 
1. Pull off and remove rubber eyecup from loupe (Fig. 2-3). Set rubber eyecup aside.
2. Slide phone clip onto one side of loupe. Rotate clockwise until it snaps in place if needed (Fig. 4-5).
3. Attach phone clip with loupe centered over primary camera lens* (Fig. 6).
4. Open camera app in either video or photo mode. Move loupe until image is centered on your screen.   
 For best results, pinch screen to zoom in until there are no longer any black edges around camera view (Fig. 7).
5. Adjust distance between loupe and subject until focused. 

Fig. 6 

2. Reattach rubber eyecup to loupe by hooking one side of eyecup
onto edge of loupe. Gently push eyecup over the other half of the edge 

3. Before storing, clean using microfiber lens cloth. Do not use any 

*Typically, the primary is a 1x wide-angle camera and the other camera(s) are secondary. For the latest instructions, 
and for selecting primary camera for iPhone 13 Pro and later,visit www.carson.com/multicam 
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DISASSEMBLING AND STORING LOUPE 

1. Remove smartphone clip. While holding clip, rotate loupe
counterclockwise (Fig. 8) to detach it from phone clip. 

until it securely snaps into position (Fig. 9). 

abrasives, chemical cleaners, or solvents. 
4. Store eye loupe set in gift box when not in use. 
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Customer Service: 
If you experience any difficulties, please contact us and we will be happy to help you. 

info@carson.com uksupport@carson.com eusupport@carson.com 

For warranty information, visit www.carson.com/warranty 

www.carson.com 

Carson Optical 2070 5th Avenue, 
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779 

Tel: 631-963-5000 
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